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Abstract
We revisit the problem of precursors in the AdS/CFT correspondence. Identification of
the precursors is expected to improve our understanding of the tension between holography
and bulk locality and of the resolution of the black hole information paradox. Previous
arguments that the precursors are large, undecorated Wilson loops are found to be flawed.
We argue that the role of precursors should become evident when one saturates a certain





The puzzles of quantum gravity become sharply focussed with the black hole informa-
tion paradox[1], which arises when considering the fate of quantum mechanical information
which falls into a black hole. Destruction of the information would sacrifice quantum me-
chanics and would apparently lead to physics that violates energy conservation, while
escape of the information in Hawking radiation would appear to violate locality.
This difficult situation led to the postulated holographic principle[2,3], which holds
that in a real sense the information can be thought of as stored in degrees of freedom at
the surface of the black hole. This principle conflicts with locality as usually formulated
in quantum field theory, but only in extreme circumstances; at long distances and low
energies the world should remain effectively local.
The holographic principle has found a concrete realization in Maldacena’s proposed
AdS/CFT correspondence[4], which asserts that string theory in the whole of AdS space-
time has an equivalent description as dynamics of a large-N super Yang-Mills theory on
the boundary of that spacetime.
If true, this equivalence says that all information inside AdS can be equivalently
described by a state of the boundary. This would include information that from the bulk
perspective has not had time to causally reach the boundary. An example would be a
bomb detonated at the center of AdS; from the bulk perspective the information from the
bomb should not reach the boundary until a time comparable to the AdS radius R, but
equivalence with the boundary theory implies that this information should be somehow
encoded in the boundary state the moment the bomb goes off. Polchinski, Susskind, and
Toumbas[5] formulated the important question of identifying these boundary variables in
which the information is encoded and coined the name precursors to describe them.
Going one step further, if observation of precursors allows one to measure information
that should be causally inaccessible from the bulk perspective, precursors should allow one
to measure information inside a black hole in anti-de Sitter space. Indeed, according to
the holographic principle, black hole formation and evaporation is a unitary process and,
by AdS/CFT, should be fully encoded at all times in the boundary CFT. For this reason
it would be extremely interesting to identify the precursor fields and use them to chart the
internal dynamics of a black hole.
Susskind and Toumbas[6] have made the concrete proposal that the precursor fields
are large Wilson loops and have presented calculations purporting to show that these
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Wilson loops indeed allow boundary measurements that would na¨ıvely be forbidden by
bulk locality. In particular, in the case of the explosion mentioned above, measurement of
a Wilson loop of size a would allow a detection of the explosion at a time of order a before
the light cone of the explosion reaches the boundary of AdS.
It should be noted that it is debatable to what extent such an observation – even
if possible – constitutes observing the explosion outside its light cone. To foresee the
explosion by a time a requires a Wilson loop of size a, and it would appear to take a time
a to actually know that the Wilson loop has been measured – the data from the detectors
along the loop would have to be sent to some central location for comparison.1 However,
as we’ll discuss, one could also imagine using Wilson loops to measure events inside a
black hole. In this case, any measurement would be extremely interesting, since the time
it would take the information to escape classically is infinite.
In this paper we investigate these claims more closely. There is a purely field theoret-
ical calculation analogous to that of [6] that also seems to indicate that observation of a
bilinear of local operators allows one to likewise measure the explosion acausally. However,
we know from field theory causality that this cannot be correct. We trace the conflict to
an incorrect identification of the saddlepoint in an integral in an analysis analogous to [6].
A closer inspection of the string theory expression of [6] shows that the saddlepoint has
been incorrectly identified there as well, invalidating that analysis.2 While in field theory
we know that the exact calculation predicts that an event cannot be measured outside
its light cone, we do not yet know how to do an analogous calculation in string theory
without computing off-shell quantities. We outline a possible calculation and comment on
our expectations for the result and its connection to black holes. Our results raise serious
questions about the identification of large Wilson loops as prescursors.
We therefore return to consider the motivations for holography and its attendant
breakdown of locality. An underlying principle is that locality should fail when we attempt
to make measurements in which black holes or strings are created. We propose a concrete
criterion for such a locality bound and outline its possible implications for the problem of
precursors in AdS/CFT. We also discuss the connection to the problem of holographically
encoding the internal state of a black hole.
We close our introduction by mentioning another logical, though heretical possibility.
It may be that the AdS/CFT correspondence is not a 1-1 map; it could be that the
1 We thank J. Preskill for discussions on this point.
2 A related discussion has appeared in [7].
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CFT does not include all the information encoding bulk physics, for example on scales
less than the AdS radius scale, R. Indeed, attempts [8,9,10] to extract such information
from correlators in the CFT have run into difficulties. If there are such missing degrees of
freedom they might be related to the precursors.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section two gives a more detailed review of the
problem of identifying the precursors. Section three investigates the proposal of [6] that
the precursors are large Wilson loops, finds a flaw in that analysis, and proposes a refined
calculation that would be necessary to demonstrate the validity of that proposal. This
section can be skipped by those who don’t believe that large Wilson loops are precursors.
Section four makes the alternative proposal that the precursors are related to observations
at sufficiently high energies for locality to break down. We give a concrete suggestion for a
criterion for such a locality bound. Section five discusses the relation of both proposals to
the problem of charting the internal dynamics of a black hole, and in section six we give
comments and conclusions.
2. The problem of precursors
We begin by describing the problem of precursors in some more detail, in the process





(−dτ2 + dρ2 + sin2 ρ dΩ23) . (2.1)
We denote the bulk coordinates as x = (τ, ρ,Ω) and the boundary coordinates as b = (τ,Ω).
Now, imagine there is a source of one of the fields, say the dilaton φ, at the center of AdS
at time τ = 0. For concreteness, we idealize this source as point-like in space and time,
j(x) = jδ(x) . (2.2)
In the bulk language, this creates a state |j〉B. We will work in the field theory approx-
imation and use an interaction picture with jφ treated as the interaction; the state is
then







where |0〉B is the bulk vacuum. For t > 0, (2.2) and (2.3) give
|j〉B = exp {ijφ(0)} |0〉B. (2.4)
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where x → b is the limiting point on the boundary and ∆ represents the CFT dimension
of the field. This correspondence induces a map from bulk to boundary states that we
spell out further in section 4. In particular, corresponding to (2.3), the boundary state for








where |0〉∂ is the boundary vacuum, O is the operator 1NTrF 2 corresponding to the dilaton,
and f(b) is a function determined by j(x).
In the context of quantum field theory in the bulk, it is clear that no information about
the source reaches the boundary until time τ = pi/2, when the light cone of the source
meets the boundary. On the other hand, since according to the holographic proposal the
boundary theory contains all the information of the bulk theory, (2.6) should contain the
information about the source before this time. For example, instead of (2.2), we might
imagine the source sending a message encoded in variations of j(x) over a short time around
τ = 0, and the boundary state should contain all the information of this source. Simply put,
the question of identifying the precursors is the question of understanding what degrees of
freedom and observables in the boundary theory encode this information. Answering this
question is an important step towards decoding the hologram and, in particular, towards
understanding how approximate bulk locality is encoded and ultimately fails.
AdS
Fig. 1: Identification of local precursor fields in AdS/CFT may allow mea-
surements outside the light cone of a source, violating na¨ıve bulk locality.
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Since the boundary theory is N = 4 super Yang-Mills, we know that a basis for all
observables is given by the set of all Wilson loops. Equivalently, each Wilson loop can be
expanded (at least formally) in terms of an infinite series of local operators at a point[11].
The question, therefore, is to identify which of these Wilson loops or local operators one
should measure to detect information outside the light cone of the source.
In particular, consider more closely the bulk/boundary correspondence for Wilson
loops. We know that correlators of local boundary operators map to the AdS analog of
the S-matrix[12,13] (called the boundary S-matrix in [13]) and would like a corresponding
statement for Wilson loops. We expect that this map between correlators and S-matrices
also extends to a statement for Wilson loops, namely that a correlator of Wilson loops in
the boundary theory corresponds to a boundary S-matrix for large loops of string. Note
that, of course, at least at the formal level, an arbitrary Wilson loop can be decomposed
into an infinite sum of local, but arbitrarily high-dimension operators at a point[11], which
we expect to correspond to representing a large string in terms of its modes.
Although we know of no complete and usable string field theory description of AdS
space, we will find it useful to explain our picture in string field theory terms. At least
perturbatively, the ultimate expressions we will consider can then be rewritten as first-
quantized integrals over the resulting string world sheets.
The string field Φ[x(σ)] is a functional of string loops x(σ), as well as ghosts and
other fields which we suppress. Extending the Ansatz of [14], a Wilson loop operator in
the boundary theory is identified, in analogy to (2.5), as the boundary limit of the string
field operator, which creates a string loop:
W (C) ↔ lim
x(σ)→C
Z[x(σ)]Φ[x(σ)] (2.7)
where Z[x(σ)] is a (infinite) normalization factor analogous to that needed for point-like
operators. Furthermore, note that the dilaton field operator φ is a projection of this string
field to the dilaton mode.
It was proposed in [6] that large Wilson loops act as the precursors: In order to measure
the source a time a before its light cone reaches the boundary, one should measure the
expectation value of a spatial boundary Wilson loop W (C) with size of order a,
∂〈j|W (C)|j〉∂ . (2.8)
In the next section we will examine this proposal more closely and find a flaw in the analysis
of [6], reopening the question of finding the precursors.
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3. Large Wilson loops as precursors?
3.1. Review and reformulation
Considering the source (2.2) of the preceding section, the authors of [6] advocate that
we consider making an observation using a large Wilson loop W (C),
∂〈j|W (C)|j〉∂ , (3.1)
where the curve C lies completely outside the light cone of the source. This correlator
can be calculated to linear order in j by expanding (2.6) and compared with the vacuum
expectation value for the Wilson loop. Non-vanishing of the resulting difference,
i
∫
dbf(b) ∂〈0|[W (C),O(b)]|0〉∂ (3.2)
would be an indicator that information had been measured outside the light cone of the
source.
Ref. [6] infers general properties of f , and uses an (approximate) calculation of
∂〈0|[W (C),O(b)]|0〉∂ (3.3)
given by Berenstein, Corrado, Fischler, and Maldacena[15]. Combining these answers
yields a non-vanishing answer for (3.2), purporting to demonstrate that the Wilson loop
W (C) is indeed capable of measuring the boundary effects of the source outside its light
cone.
This approach proceeds via a calculation in the boundary field theory, though the
boundary source function f is inferred from the bulk source j and the boundary correlator
(3.3) is inferred in [15] from a bulk computation. It is equivalent, and more straightforward,
to perform all calculations directly in the bulk theory, as we will now do.










By hermiticity of the operators, we can then rewrite the expectation value of the commu-
tator as
B〈0|[Φ[x(σ)], φ(0)]|0〉B = 2i ImB〈0|Φ[x(σ)]φ(0)|0〉B . (3.5)
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We need to compute the string two-point function from the point-like dilaton state at
x = 0 to the boundary loop x(σ) → C. Such far off-shell calculations in string theory are
notoriously difficult. However, the analysis of [14] and [15] suggests that the answer is well
approximated by a saddlepoint. Indeed, it would seem that the obvious extremal surface
corresponding to this configuration is a minimal area surface spanning the loop, which for
convenience we take to be purely spacelike, and then a thin tube – or dilaton propagator
– connecting the origin to a point on this surface.
Dilaton
Fig. 2: The string world sheet can be approximated by a dilaton propagator
attached to a minimal surface.
Indeed, specifically considering a circular spacelike Wilson loop and directly following
[15] (c.f. eq. 4.9), with the minor modification that the point-like operator sits in the bulk,





dA′KB(0, x′) , (3.6)
where the integral is over points x′ on the minimal surface spanning the loop and KB is
the bulk AdS propagator.
By standard field theory causality in AdS space, the bulk propagator is purely real
outside the light cone but has an imaginary piece inside the light cone. As in [6], large
enough Wilson loops on the boundary, but outside the light cone, will produce spanning
surfaces that enter the interior of the light cone. This leads to a non-vanishing imaginary
part of (3.6) and hence the appearance that the Wilson loop is sensitive to information
not accessible by usual causal observations. If one wants to measure the source at time a
before its light cone reaches the boundary, a rough criterion for the relevant Wilson loops
is that they should have radius ∼ a; this condition allows the spanning minimal surface to
dip into the interior of the light cone.
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3.2. A field theory model
We now discuss a pure field theory analog of the Wilson loop analysis of the previous
subsection. Suppose that instead of a Wilson loop, the boundary observer measures a
bilocal operator O(b)O(b′). Let us consider a simple toy model of a field theory with
a massless scalar φ coupled to a scalar ψ of mass M through a purely cubic interaction,
g
∫
dxφ(x)ψ2(x). Consider a source at x = 0 as in eq. (2.2), and suppose that the boundary
points b and b′ are spacelike separated; for concreteness take them to be at equal global
AdS times, and furthermore assume that they are both outside the light cone of the source.
With the obvious substitutions in the above steps, the result for the observation of








(cos ρ)−∆(cos ρ′)−∆ ImB〈0|ψ(x)ψ(x′)φ(0)|0〉B ,
(3.7)
analogous to (3.2).
Following steps identical to those of [6,15], we approximate the expression (3.7) as
follows. At tree level in the interaction parameter g, it contains
ImB〈0|ψ(x)ψ(x′)φ(0)|0〉B = −Im ig
∫
dVyKB(y, x;M)KB(y, x
′;M)KB(0, y; 0) (3.8)
where we have explicitly indicated the mass in the propagator. We can represent this
expression, in analogy to the sum over world sheets, as a first-quantized functional integral
over world lines as shown in fig. 3.
0
Fig. 3: The measurement of the source by a bilocal operator at the boundary
can be written in terms of the imaginary part of a three-point function.
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For M |x− x′|  1, we expect, completely in analogy with [14,15], that this is dom-
inated by a configuration with a minimal line connecting points x → b and x′ → b′ and




dlyKB(0, y) , (3.9)
where y is integrated along the minimal curve connecting x to x′, in precise analogy with
(3.6). For large enough separation of b and b′, this minimal curve enters the future light
cone of the source, where the bulk propagator is complex, and thus (3.9) picks up a non-
vanishing imaginary part. The bilinear thus can make measurements outside the light
cone.
The preceding is, of course, utter nonsense. In intermediate steps, (3.7) was derived
from an expression of the form
B〈0|[ψ(x)ψ(x′), φ(0)]|0〉B = 2i ImB〈0|ψ(x)ψ(x′)φ(0)|0〉B . (3.10)
Since x and x′ are spacelike to 0, the commutator must vanish by standard field theory
causality. We’ll derive an analogous statement in terms of flat-space Feynman diagrams
in the next subsection.
3.3. Searching for a pass through the mountains
What went wrong with the approximation analogous to [15], and is the same problem
encountered in the string case? To answer this, consider redoing the field theory analysis in
4d Minkowski space; indeed, completely analogous reasoning there leads to the conclusion
that the bilinear ψ(x)ψ(x′) can measure information for x and x′ outside the light cone of
a source at the origin as long as the straight line connecting them intersects the interior of
the light cone to produce a non-vanishing imaginary part.
To leading order in g, the exact expression that we should consider is
Im i
∫
d4y D(0, y; 0)D(y, x;M)D(y, x′;M) (3.11)
where D(x, y;m) denotes the Feynman propagator of mass m. Although (3.11) vanishes
by causality as in (3.10), we can show it directly as follows. In four spacetime dimensions,
the Feynman propagators can be written as
D(x, y;M) = − i
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
dt t−2ei(x−y)
2/2t−iM2t/2−t. (3.12)
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